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Introduction to Module 4

This is the fourth module in a course of five modules designed to provide a comprehensive introduction to children’s rights for health workers. While the modules can be studied separately, they are designed to build on each other in order.

Module 1: Childhood and children’s rights
Module 2: Children’s rights and the law
Module 3: Children’s rights in health practice

**Module 4: Children’s rights in the wider environment: the role of the health worker**

Module 5: Children’s rights: planning, monitoring and evaluation

**Module 4** provides three study sessions for health care practitioners in relation to some of the broader issues in ensuring children’s rights in health care settings. Each of these sessions is designed to take approximately two hours to complete. The sessions provide you with an introduction to these topics and are supported by a range of different activities to help you develop your understanding and knowledge. The activities are usually followed by a discussion of the topic, but in some cases there will be answers at the end of the study session for you to compare with your own answer before continuing. We have provided you with space to write your notes after an activity, however if you wish, you can use a notebook.

- **Study Session 1** builds on your knowledge of health and the right to health as a very broad issue. Health is not just about individual health and medical treatment but is influenced by a wide range of factors in society such as poverty, bad housing, and lack of access to clean water. By the end of the session you will have a better understanding of these challenging factors, their impact on health, and how they relate to the role of the health worker.

- **Study Session 2** explains the important role of a person who listens to children and helps them express their views or argue for change. This role (called an advocate) and what they can do is discussed and explored. By the end of the session you will have an understanding of how health workers could and should be advocates for children’s rights.

- **Study Session 3** builds on your learning about being an advocate and explains how whole communities can be mobilised to take action on children’s rights. The session will explore how to identify issues in your community that are having a harmful effect on children’s health and how to mobilise the community to address the problem. You will learn about practical techniques and strategies and the role that children themselves can play.
1 Understanding the social determinants of health in the context of children’s rights

Focus question

How do social determinants of health impact on children’s rights?

Key words: health disparities, health inequity, social determinants of health, social justice

1.1 Introduction

This session introduces you to the idea that health is not simply a medical issue based on biological factors and medical interventions. Health is also a result of how and where you live. For example, poverty, bad housing, stress, lack of access to clean water, and unemployment all contribute to how healthy you are. The social conditions in which people live have a dramatic impact on their health. These social conditions are known as the ‘social determinants of health’. Health is a product of the interaction between our biological makeup and the conditions in which we live and act.

This session will help you to understand what the social determinants of health are, and how they affect the health of children. It will also explore the way in which you, as a health worker, can support the right to the best possible health of children by taking action to address these social determinants.

1.2 Learning outcomes

When you have studied this session, you should be able to:

- define and use correctly all of the above key words
- explain the social determinants of health and their relationship to children’s rights
- identify the principles of social justice and health equity in respect to children’s rights
- understand the role of the health worker in addressing the social determinants of health in relation to children.
1.3 What are the social determinants of health?

What is your understanding of health?

When we talk about someone ‘who is in good health’, what do we mean? The answer can depend very much on the context. A 60-year-old man who is physically frail but mentally strong and alert may be described as in good health, whereas we would not describe a 20-year-old pregnant woman as being in ‘good health’ if she was physically frail yet mentally strong.

Health can be defined as: a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being, and not simply the absence of disease or illness.

If we asked people in a poor community for their definition of good health, how do you think that would differ to the response we would get asking the same question in a wealthy community?

The social determinants of health are the circumstances in which people are born, grow up, live, work and age:

- Social determinants of health are risk factors found in a person’s living and working conditions (such as the distribution of income, wealth, influence, status and power), that influence the risk for a disease, or vulnerability to disease or injury. They are not in the individual (such as behavioural risk factors or genetics).
- Social determinants of health include early childhood development, education, economic status, employment and work, housing environment, and effective prevention and treatment of health problems.

These circumstances are shaped by how money, power and resources are distributed at global, national and local levels. They can cause unfair and avoidable differences in health. These differences are known as health inequities between and within communities. For the majority of people, poor health arises from social and economic factors.

The World Health Organisation (WHO), a global body set up to promote the right to health, has published research to say that ‘this unequal distribution of health-damaging experiences is not in any sense a “natural” experience but is the result of a deadly combination of poor social policies, unfair economic arrangements [where the already well-off and healthy become even richer and the poor who are already more likely to be ill become even poorer], and bad politics.’

The WHO developed a Commission on Social Determinants of Health, which in 2008 published a report entitled ‘Closing the gap in a
generation’. This report identified two broad areas of social determinants of health that needed to be addressed. The first area was daily living conditions, which included:

- healthy physical environments
- fair employment and decent work
- social protection across the lifespan, and
- access to health care.

The second major area was distribution of power, money and resources, including:

- equity in health programs
- public financing of action on the social determinants
- economic inequalities
- healthy working conditions, gender equity
- political empowerment
- a balance of power and prosperity of nations.

As a health worker, you need to understand how social determinants impact on the health and child rights issues in your community. In the activity below, you will take time to reflect and think of experiences that impact on children’s living conditions and thus their health in your community.

Activity 1.1: Your experience of the social determinants of health

Answer the following questions:

1. Think about your own experience of growing up. Can you think of social determinants that have shaped your own health?

2. Think about a specific situation in your community where you have observed poor living conditions for children. What are the poor living conditions that might impact on their health? Think about them under the following headings:
   - physical environment
   - employment and work opportunities (for parents/guardians)
   - social protection (for example access to education, a legal system, etc.)
   - access to health care.

3. Who do you think is responsible for these conditions having developed?
Use your notebook or you can make some noted here:

Discussion

Your answers to these questions will be dependent on the circumstances that you are familiar with in your own community.

1. Your answer to this will be personal.

2. In a general sense, poor living conditions are likely to be found:
   - In a physical environment that is challenging, probably with little or no access to clean water, good food, sanitation, hygiene and reliable transport.
   - Where employment and work opportunities are restricted, and the available options are low status, poorly paid and potentially exploitative.
   - Where education is unavailable or is of low quality/value, and where people are unaware of their legal rights and/or unable and unsupported to claim them.
   - Where access to health care is unavailable or very limited, and/or of low quality/value, for example where a service is focused only on expensive treatment rather than low cost, widespread prevention of disease.

3. You may have a very clear picture of how these conditions have developed in your own community, perhaps as a result of conflict, natural disaster or long-term policy decisions made by the local or national governing bodies – maybe even some combination of all three. You may just feel that the situation has been like this for so long that it is very difficult or impossible to describe how it came about. What is unlikely is that the people who live in poor living conditions have created them for themselves. Individuals are rarely able to exert direct control over the social determinants of their own health.

   Living in these circumstances is hard for any adult, and children raised in such communities are likely to have very low expectations of what life has to offer. They will have a limited understanding of human rights and no way of knowing what their own rights are or how to claim them.
Study note
For ease in reading the text, from hereon we will be referring to the UN Convention and the African Charter.

Activity 1.2: Relationship of social determinants to the right to health

In an earlier session in Module 2 you learned about the right to health. Here is a reminder of Article 24 on the UN Convention.

1 States Parties recognise the right of the child to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health and to facilities for the treatment of illness and rehabilitation of health. States Parties shall strive to ensure that no child is deprived of his or her right of access to such health care services.

2 States Parties shall pursue full implementation of this right and, in particular, shall take appropriate measures:
   (a) To diminish infant and child mortality.
   (b) To ensure the provision of necessary medical assistance and health care to all children with emphasis on the development of primary health care.
   (c) To combat disease and malnutrition, including within the framework of primary health care, through, inter alia, the application of readily available technology and through the provision of adequate nutritious foods and clean drinking water, taking into consideration the dangers and risks of environmental pollution.
   (d) To ensure appropriate pre-natal and post-natal health care for mothers.
   (e) To ensure that all segments of society, in particular parents and children, are informed, have access to education and are supported in the use of basic knowledge of child health and nutrition, the advantages of breastfeeding, hygiene and environmental sanitation and the prevention of accidents.
   (f) To develop preventive health care, guidance for parents and family planning education and services.

How do you think the social determinants of health affect the rights of children in your community to the best possible health, as well as other rights?
Discussion

It will be clear to you that the social determinants in a child’s life will have a significant effect on their right to health. For example, if they are unable to access clean water or have a nutritious diet, they will not achieve the best possible health. They will be vulnerable to disease, blindness and stunting. Social determinants such as discrimination against girls, can lead to situations where they have less priority for food within the family, or may be less likely to have access to health care. This too will compromise their right to health. These social determinants may also lead to children not being able to realise their right to education or to optimum development. Poverty and lack of employment can lead to children being required to participate in work from a very young age. Girls may be forced into early marriage and other forms of sexual exploitation.
1.4 Understanding social justice and health inequities

A socially just society is one that is based on principles of equality and fairness for all. An understanding and recognition of human rights is particularly important. The four principles of social justice are: equity, access, participation and rights.

Social justice means that the rights of all people in the community – particularly the groups that are marginalised and disadvantaged – are treated in a fair and equitable manner. Public policies should ensure that all people have equal access to health care services. For example:

- Someone with a low income should receive **equity** in the same quality health services that a person with a higher income receives.
- Someone living in a geographically isolated community should have the same **access** to clean water and sanitation as a person living in an urban area.
- Information designed to educate the community must be provided in languages that the community can understand rather than the preferred language of the governing class, enabling them to **participate** in the learning.
- The **right** of a child to health is as important as the right of any adult.

Social justice is what faces you in the morning. It is waking up in a house with an adequate water supply, cooking facilities and sanitation. It is the ability to nourish your children and send them to a school where their education not only equips them for employment, but reinforces their knowledge and understanding of their cultural inheritance. It is the prospect of genuine employment and good health: a life of choices and opportunity, free from discrimination.

**Source:** Mick Dodson, *Annual Report of the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, Social Justice Commissioner, Australian Museum, 1993.*

In reality, as you will know from your own experience, many people do not experience social justice. There are huge differences in health between different groups in society. These differences affect groups who are marginalised because of poverty, race/ethnicity, gender, disability, or where they live, or some combination of these. People in these groups not only experience worse health but also tend to have less access to the things that support health. For example, healthy food, good housing, good education, safe neighbourhoods, freedom from gender and other forms of discrimination. As we discussed, these are called the social determinants.

These disparities or differences in health are described as **health inequities** when they are the result of the systematic and unjust distribution of these social determinants. Health equity is when everyone has the opportunity to reach the best possible health, and no one is prevented from being healthy just because of their social situation.
Activity 1.3: Role play on disclosing and identifying social determinants that deepen child health inequalities

This activity is an option for those students who are studying the module with a group and not just as an individual. If you are not studying with a group you can still think about how the exercise would play out. You may even be able to try it with some willing friends or colleagues.

Please refer to Resource 1 on page 63, we have provided the activity template for you to print or draw and allow you to cut out each box. Each of the boxes represents a card. Hand out one card to each participant. Ten participants should be asked to study the information about the child on the card. Participants should not share which child they have been given and should line up in a row with backs against a wall or (imaginary) line on the floor.

**Process for the exercise**

The facilitator reads out the statements below. Considering the information on their card, each person should take a step forward each time they believe that the statement applies to the child they have chosen. If the statement does not apply then they should not move.

1. My parents are mindful and support me to access health services whenever I am not feeling well.
2. I get new clothes whenever I need them.
3. I eat at least two meals a day and rarely feel very hungry.
4. I sleep in a good house with clean and safe water and a toilet.
5. I have access to and can read newspapers regularly bought by my parents/guardians.
6. I have access and time to listen to the radio in our house.
7. I can access/negotiate for youth-friendly health services from our community health centre.
8. I go to school and my fee is paid promptly.
9. I expect to finish my education and get a job.
10. I feel I have positive choices about my own future.
11. I am consulted on issues affecting young people in our community.
12. My parents can pay for treatment in a private hospital, if necessary.
13. I am prepared for and understand the changes that have happened/will happen to my body as I mature.
14. I have access to plenty of information about health issues.
15. My local health centre has staff who are medically trained, and it is less than 20 km away.
16. I have a low risk of being sexually harassed or abused.
17. My experience suggests to me that health workers are good people and are supportive when I go to a health centre.
At the end of the exercise, other participants might like to guess at the general conditions for each of those who were in the line up, based on their final position. When all the conditions are revealed, you can explore:

- What is the position of girls and boys from well-to-do backgrounds compared to those from deprived backgrounds?
- The wide distance between participants shows lots of real distance or inequalities in communities. What are they (social-economic, cultural, rural/urban, status, etc.)?
- Would the distance between people be different if more people/groups were communicating and sharing with each other? What would have happened to the ‘shape’ of the group at the end?
- What can be done to address the inequalities that are demonstrated in the exercise?

Discussion

At the end of the activity some people will be a long way from the starting line whilst others may not have moved from the start position. You can ask each participant to explain who their child was and why they are positioned where they are at the end of the game. This activity makes it apparent, very visibly, that children’s different life chances create inequalities between them and shows how some children get left behind. You can use this activity to explore the factors that lead to those inequalities and to think about which children lose out and how.

1.5 Taking action to address the social determinants of health

In every region of the world, the survival of a child past the age of five is shaped, to a large extent, by the wealth of their household, the region in which he or she lives, and the education of his or her parents. Children born in rural areas or urban slums, children born to mothers with lower levels of education, and children born to families with lower incomes do worse than others. For example, from a selection of countries where data is available in Africa, Asia and the Americas, a child born to the wealthiest 20 per cent of households is more than twice as likely to reach the age of five compared with children born to the poorest 20 per cent of households in urban areas. In Europe, it is the same: under-five mortality rates are at least 1.9 times higher among the poorest 20 per cent of households than among the richest 20 per cent.

Statistics like those above illustrate the need for measures to address the inequalities that are affected by the social determinants of health. Every child counts and every stakeholder has a responsibility to do what he or she can to support their right to health. Action to address the social determinants that lead to health inequities for children needs to take place at all levels of society – from the family up to the national and even international level (Figure 1.1).
It is important as a health worker that you understand the very powerful effect of social conditions on a child’s health. It can affect how you treat and advise children and their families. In the following module, you will have the opportunity to learn about how to use advocacy and community mobilisation to try and change some of the underlying conditions that prevent children from realising their right to the best possible health. However, at the individual level you can:

- Use community health clinics and outreach to raise awareness of the socio-economic differences and how they impact on children’s health, for example, lack of knowledge about diet and nutrition, impact of poor housing, poverty, and lack of electricity on children's health.
- Ensure that there is no discrimination in the services you provide. The social or other circumstances of the child should not affect the treatment they receive. For example whatever the education status, religion, disability, or economic background of the child and their care givers.
- Take the social situation of each child into account when providing health advice and treatment.

Activity 1.4: Identifying action to address the social determinants

Think about the many children that you meet every day to provide health services at your facility:

1. Which common illnesses or sicknesses do they present with?
2. What do you know about their different home and living conditions?
3. Can you think of examples when awareness of a child’s social situation has been crucial to successful treatment and/or intervention?
Children will often arrive at your clinic or hospital with illnesses or conditions that are the result of the social determinants in the child’s life. Many children experience health inequities as a result of their backgrounds and their parents’ situation. It is important when treating these children that you are aware of their background and social and economic situation, as this could affect the advice or information you provide. For example, if a child is suffering from malnutrition, it is important to understand the reasons why before suggesting a solution. It may be that the mother needs help and guidance on good nutrition for her child. However, there is little point in providing such advice if the real problem is poverty rather than ignorance. In such circumstances, you might need to think about how to help the mother access the food she needs for her child. Obviously it is important that you treat children with the same respect, irrespective of their social backgrounds and status of their parents/care givers. However, sometimes the response to a situation may require interventions that go beyond the medical, where you see an opportunity to address some of the social determinants that are critical to their prevailing condition. For example, it is little use just providing a child with treatment to address illness caused by drinking polluted water if the child is going to return to a situation where she or he is forced into using the same water supply. You could use your role as a health professional to make sure the parents are aware of the risks, to encourage action to clean up the water supply or help the family find an alternative source of drinking water.
1.6 Summary

In Study Session 1, you have learned that:

1. It is not just biological conditions and access to health care that affects children’s health. Social determinants of health are the economic and social conditions that influence individual and group differences in health status.

2. Social conditions in which people live have a dramatic impact on their health. Circumstances such as poverty, poor schooling, food insecurity, exclusion, social discrimination, bad housing conditions, and deficient sanitation in early childhood and poor occupational skills in adulthood can all result in health inequalities between children.

3. Social justice means that the rights of all people in the community are considered in a fair and equitable manner. The four principles of social justice – equity, access, participation and rights – must all be promoted at all levels of the community. Failure to address social justice leads to health inequities. And in turn, this leads to the failure to realise children’s rights to health as well as to other rights.

4. Responsibility for addressing the social determinants of health that lead to health inequities lies at all levels of society – families, communities, local and national government and the international community.

5. There is action you can take as a health worker to address health inequalities: for example, community health outreach to increase awareness of health inequities, ensuring non-discrimination in service provision, and taking account of social determinants when treating children.
1.7 Self-assessment questions

Question 1.1
What do you understand by the term ‘social determinants of health’? Give three examples.

Question 1.2
Give two examples of how social determinants of health impact on children’s right to health.

Question 1.3
What are the four principles of social justice and health equity in respect to children's rights?

Question 1.4
Provide an example of health inequities that you have in your community as a result of social determinants. What action could you take to address it?
2 Advocating for children’s rights

Focus question
What is the role of a health professional in advocating for children’s rights?

Key words: advocacy, advocate, loud advocacy, quiet advocacy

2.1 Introduction
This session will introduce you to advocacy. It will explore how the work you do with individual children can be strengthened if you are able to advocate for changes that improve the situation of children. The session will provide you with an understanding of what advocacy is and why it is important for you as a health worker. It will also explore how you can get involved in advocating for children’s rights to bring about changes in their lives. This will include how you can support children themselves to be involved in advocacy for their own rights.

2.2 Learning outcomes
When you have studied this session, you should be able to:

- define and use correctly all the key words
- understand advocacy in the context of children rights
- identify different approaches to and strategies for effective advocacy for children’s rights
- demonstrate that children can be advocates for their own rights
- discuss the reasons why health workers should be involved in advocating for children’s rights.
2.3 What is advocacy?

Advocacy is the act of pleading or arguing in favour of something, such as a cause, idea or policy. An advocate can also serve as a ‘change agent’ by influencing practice and public policies that benefit all people particularly those who are under-represented or have less power in society. In this session we are focusing on understanding advocacy and the role it can play in enabling children to achieve their rights. Advocacy on children’s rights is a means to ‘speak up for children’. Basically, it involves a set of activities designed to influence the practices, attitudes and policies of others to achieve positive and lasting changes for children’s lives. It can be done by adults on behalf of children. But children themselves can also be empowered to advocate for their own rights.

There is no one subject that advocacy is suitable for: the principles of advocacy can be applied to the health care of an individual child the quality of health services, or issues like child labour and corporal punishment. Take, for example, a community where there are many girls being forced into early marriage. As a health worker, you are very aware of the damaging health implications for girls who are very young brides and mothers. You might decide that you want to take action to address the problem. This process of active engagement in tackling a problem involves advocacy.

Activity 2.1: Advocacy in health services

1. Read the statements below and tick the ones that you believe to be true.
   - Hospitals may be scary places for children.
   - Children have a right to information about their own health.
   - Children may be upset if they don’t understand what is happening to them.
   - Children have a right to information about their own treatment.
   - Children will always feel safe around an adult who is a health worker.

2. Now go back and consider the first statement. What role do you think advocacy could play in helping children feel less scared about being in hospital?

You can write notes here:
Compare your answers to those at the end of the study session.

Advocacy can bring about lasting change for children and they can be helped to play a part in advocacy themselves.

2.4 Why advocate for child rights?

Children’s rights in the UN Convention and the African Charter have been ratified in Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Ethiopia and are reinforced by the national laws of those countries. However, children continue to experience violations of many of their rights – within the family, at the community level, and through policies and laws at the level of local and national government. There is, therefore, a role for advocacy at all these levels. By doing effective advocacy, you can bring about key changes in local practice but also sometimes at the higher levels of policy and legislation that will have a lasting impact on children’s lives. It is possible to apply a child rights approach to advocacy on any local or international issues that affect children, such as education, health, protection or livelihoods.

Children often lack powerful advocates. They cannot vote, and have little influence with policy makers. It is important, therefore, that those people who work with and for children, and those who understand their lives, take responsibility to advocate for changes to improve children's lives.
You may already have performed an advocacy role in your work but if not can you think of an example from your experience where you could have taken up an issue raised by a child to act as an advocate?

2.5 Who can be an advocate?

Anyone can play a key role in supporting children, their families and communities to claim their rights. Often those people who have most contact with children in the course of their ordinary practice are best placed to advocate on their behalf. Any advocacy work that is undertaken will depend on the circumstances and the resources available, but does not necessarily need to involve significant resources. It does not necessarily need to be a special ‘added on’ activity but can be built into your day-to-day work of practical support to children.

Health workers, whatever their role, are particularly well placed to advocate for children. You are in a strong position to identify unfair or unhealthy environments and practices that are harmful for children or that violate their rights. For example, if services that children need are not available, you can play an important role in highlighting the gaps. You can then make the case for why these services are important. You can be a natural and powerful advocate on behalf of children’s health. Consider the following reasons why you are uniquely suited for advocacy:

- **You put a human face to the statistics.** You care for children every day who are affected by the environments in which they live and work. When you tell your story, you can make people understand the issue of children’s health in a way that fact sheets or statistics alone cannot.

- **You have credibility.** By the nature of your role, education and training, people in your community respect and trust you. When you speak out on an issue, you bring credibility and relevance to that issue.

- **You have influence.** Because you instil trust in others and add credibility to your cause, your investment in the community can inspire others to do likewise. Moreover, your voice may be listened to when other voices are not.

- **Your patients are depending on you.** Children cannot vote. They need your help to tell their story. You have the power to not only advocate for children, but for their families. Through advocacy, you can help ensure that decision makers are not simply recognising children’s health and well-being as an important issue, but that they are actively working to improve their health and their lives.

- **You have passion.** Advocacy allows you to dig deeper into your interests and touches on why you originally became a health professional. Through advocacy, you can channel your passion for health and well-being into lasting change. Advocacy allows you to help improve the lives of children while at the same time strengthening the role of your profession within the community.
• **You have well-suited skills.** Health practitioners already have the skills of an advocate. The same skills you use every day to establish trust, develop relationships, provide solutions to your patients and clients can be applied in your community advocacy work.

• **You are not alone.** Through advocacy, you can join other health practitioners, school personnel, youth organisers, agricultural groups and others.

### Activity 2.2: What makes a good advocate?

1. Think of a time when someone else helped you to get across your views or argued on your behalf.
   How did that feel and how did they do it?

2. What do you think are the skills and characteristics of a good advocate in working with children? Try to identify at least five things.
   If you are working in a group discuss which skills are most important to fill in the boxes in Figure 2.1.

![Figure 2.1 The skills and characteristics of a good advocate](Image)

### Discussion

1. Reflecting on personal experience can help us think about good and bad experiences we have had. This might be realising the importance of advocacy, when you wished someone had been able to speak up for you but no one did. If you have had a good experience, what was it that made it successful? What attitudes or skills did the person have who helped you? This should help you answer the second question.

2. Although there is no ‘correct’ list of skills, some of the following can be valuable for effective advocacy:
   - to be a good listener – so you really understand what the issue is
   - to be a good communicator – as you would need to be able to work with children and young people of different ages, and also explain the issues to other people
• to value the opinions of children – you must accept that children have valid opinions and that their experience is important
• to be assertive or persistent – some people might not be prepared to listen to the views of others, particularly those of children
• to be creative – as there is usually not just one approach for every situation to address the issue of children
• to be patient – as it might take a while to achieve change.

This is not a comprehensive list: you may have identified many others. For example, it is difficult to fairly represent the views of children without putting our own interpretation on what they have said or feeling that we know what they should have said. Good advocates are also often passionate about achieving change for the better. It is a skilled role but as you can see some of these skills will be ones that you should have anyway, as a result of your work as a health practitioner, also basic attitudes and values are equally important.

**Children themselves have ideas on ‘what makes a good advocate’**

- take the time to listen
- remain neutral
- have a friendly, informal approach and not be too rigid about things
- be good at working with young people and give information in a way that suits them
- take time to get to know them and their needs
- do not speak down to them
- only share information with others when they agree that it’s OK
- do not jump to conclusions
- consult them on all things.

(NSPCC/Voice, 2005)

You can see that there is some overlap with our adult views but children also raise some issues that adults may not have in their list: for example their concerns about confidentiality – that passing on information they give to an advocate will not just be shared with everyone without their permission. You will be aware of this issue from Module 3.

### 2.6 Approaches to advocacy

There are lots of different approaches for effective advocacy. One way of grouping them together is to think of them as ‘quiet’ and ‘loud’ advocacy.

**Quiet advocacy**

Quiet advocacy involves intimate discussions and personal persuasion in bringing an issue to people’s attention. This usually happens on a one-on-
one basis between an advocate and the target audience of the advocacy. This usually employs interpersonal techniques in raising people’s awareness. Quiet advocacy could also happen between and among small groups of people such as in schools, women’s group meetings, or in other community settings. Techniques like sketches and drama may be considered relevant to this form of advocacy. Lastly, quiet advocacy could involve a network of like-minded individuals and organisations involved in cooperative work. Types of quiet advocacy therefore include:

- **Individual advocacy** – this involves someone who may not necessarily be connected to an advocacy organisation but who engages in advocacy work.
- **Self-advocacy** – this involves people who are directly affected by a particular issue speaking out for themselves.
- **Peer advocacy** – this involves people who were engaged in a particular issue in the past (i.e. child domestic workers), received services from an advocacy group, and are now themselves involved in the advocacy work.

**Loud advocacy**

Loud advocacy aims to create more of a ‘fanfare’ and involves strategies and activities that are used to try and reach a wider audience than quiet advocacy. Loud advocacy may employ media and press campaigns, lobbying and political pressure, grassroots organising, and other similar tactics. These strategies aim to raise awareness about issues and can be cost-effective considering the number of people that are reached. Types of loud advocacy are listed below:

- **Legal advocacy** is a form of advocacy where lawyers or qualified advocates may engage in representing people in court or lobbying for changes in laws regarding a particular issue.
- **People-centred advocacy** is where the public are encouraged to participate in supporting a particular initiative. Such advocacy work is carried out in various ways including, but not limited to, public demonstrations, rallies, leafleting, canvassing, and protests to help bring important issues to the political arena.
- **Media-advocacy** gets people interested in an issue by using TV, newspapers, radio, the internet, etc. This is an important form of advocacy because media reaches a lot of people. Media advocacy does a lot to fuel public concern in a particular issue.
- **Lobbying** comes from the word ‘lobby’ which refers to an entrance area or meeting place. In the case of advocacy, it refers to conversations and meetings where people get access to and seek to persuade those in power. Lobbying involves direct communication with decision-makers and others who have influence over them. Lobbying is about educating and convincing them to support and advance your agenda. The primary targets of lobbying are the people with the power to influence a policy change on your issue.
Alliances and coalitions are a form of advocacy where individuals, groups and individuals join together to form a stronger body promoting or advocating for a certain issue.

Activity 2.3 Case study

In the following case study can you identify examples of quiet and loud examples of advocacy undertaken by the workers?

Martha, Rahel and Aman are workers in a children's organisation in a city suburb.

They are active in promoting children's rights and issues in their community. Recently, the rising number of cases of physical violence against children in their community came to their attention. This inspired them to act. They started out on their own by identifying who these children were by speaking with and befriending the children and their family members when they went to school, the shop or church. Some of the children were referred to them by other children who had been victims of violence.

After they have gained their friendship and trust, Martha, Rahel and Aman started listening to these children's stories and what they would like to happen, and they also spoke to them about their rights. In time, the workers raised the issue with community members during a community meeting. They brought the issue to their children's organisation and argued for it to take on the issue of child physical violence as part of their flagship programs. Soon, the children's organisation engaged in bigger activities such as distributing flyers about violence against children. They also encourage politicians in their community to pass local ordinances protecting abused and neglected children. They worked with children to present a drama about child violence during a community festival and began forming networks with other children's organisations in neighbouring communities.

You can write notes here:

Compare your answers to those at the end of the study session.
2.7 Advocacy with children

As you know from your study of this curriculum it is a guiding principle of both the UN Convention and the African Charter that children have the right to be heard and have their views taken seriously. However, generally, it is adults who have the power to decide how things are run. In practice it can be difficult for children to express their views or have their voices heard. Sometimes what is required to make sure this happens is advocacy with them and not just for them. Health workers provide support to children who come into health centres, clinics and hospitals. Advocating for child rights in health involves making this idea part of everyday health care practice. Health workers who care for children must be able to listen to children, respect their right to be heard and help them express their views to others.

Children can be involved in advocacy that is led by adults on issues concerning children, or they can be empowered to be advocates themselves. Organisations that work on issues affecting children need to move from talking on behalf of children to giving children opportunities to speak and empowering them to speak for themselves and their peers. Girls and boys in many different situations around the world have organised themselves to take collective actions and to promote and support their rights. Children will still need help to achieve this but rather than speaking for children, an advocate can be a facilitator. For example they could encourage and support their efforts with information and explanations about the way systems or bureaucracies work or with finance and technical assistance, such as helping them to produce a poster. It is children and young people who are taking the lead.
An example of a campaign run by children and young people on sexual abuse

Example from a pilot project involving World Vision Zambia in monitoring and evaluating children’s participation

A 12-year-old boy was sexually abused by a 26-year-old woman. In this community, there had been a project to run an advocacy campaign by children and young people to raise awareness of the prevalence of sexual abuse and children’s rights to protection. Local men, women and children had been provided with knowledge on protective legislation; they learned that under the laws of Zambia, defilement was a serious crime punishable by imprisonment. Upon hearing of the incident of defilement involving the 12-year-old boy, the community was concerned, and mobilised themselves to take action. They involved the police, and the boy received psychosocial counselling and, in his best interests, was removed from the abusive environment and sent to live with his aunt in another town to enable him to recover. The alleged perpetrator had run away by the time the police got involved. Nonetheless a search for her was launched. This incident illustrates both that children can be effective advocates in raising awareness of the need for action within their local communities, and also the power of communities to protect children as a consequence of that advocacy. They were empowered with knowledge on protective legislation for children that they acquired through this project. Had the incident occurred in the previous years prior to the start of the programme, it is possible that perhaps the community’s attitude towards the incident could have been one of showing very little concern.

Some of the benefits of child-led advocacy are:

- Children have a unique voice — they talk about issues clearly and simply.
- They can cut through technical jargon. They just want things to change.
- Decision-makers do not usually come into contact with children so when they do, they often find it refreshing, and they take notice of what children say.
- It will bring ideas from children’s reality and adults will be able to see the problem and the solutions through the children’s eyes.
- Children and young people will have ownership of the solutions.
- The visibility of children promotes recognition that children can express their views and can be active citizens and have rights.
- Children will learn new skills, gain self-confidence, and begin to have a voice and exert influence.
2.8 Strategies for advocacy

Step one: Identify the problem

What is the problem you feel children are experiencing – early marriage, violence in the home, discrimination against girls or children with disabilities, failure to ensure birth registration, failure to design child-friendly health services? For effective advocacy you must know what it is the children themselves are saying – listen and take their views seriously.

Step two: Decide what you want to achieve

What would need to change to address the problem – changes in laws, policies, attitudes, more resources? It is important to be clear about the cause of the problem, so that you can target your advocacy as effectively as possible. For example, if the problem is excessive physical punishment of children in the home, you need to be aware of what the law currently says about physical punishment. If the law already protects children, then the problem lies in its implementation, and that is where you need to put your energies. It is always useful to provide a very concrete proposal of what you want to happen – not just to criticise the current situation.

Step three: Get the facts

You need to be sure about your facts before you undertake your advocacy. What is the scale of the problem? What is its impact? What evidence do you have of the problem? For example, if you wanted to advocate to make your clinic child-friendly, as you learned in Module 3, you could undertake consultations with children, and possibly their parents, to find out how they experience the clinic. If you find consistent evidence that children are frightened of nurses, or that they do not feel safe in the clinic, you can use this evidence to begin to advocate for changes.

Step four: Design your message

You need to be very clear about what you are asking for. It is helpful to keep your message as simple, clear and focused as possible. You need to think about how to get your concerns across to others, and to try and engage with their concerns. Use evidence wherever possible, as facts will carry more weight than anecdotal information.

Step five: Decide who you need to influence

It is very important to be clear about who you need to influence and what opportunities exist for influencing things. You need to understand how and where policy decisions are made. If you want to improve the delivery of health services, you may need to target the health administrators or doctors. If you are trying to influence community attitudes toward children, then your focus of attention will be, for example, community leaders, parents groups, or religious leaders. If you are trying to get the law changed, you need to
target policy makers, government ministers, parliamentarians. Once you are clear about who you need to focus on, you can then design your advocacy strategy.

**Step six: Build alliances**

You will need partners and alliances to build as much support as you can get to help you make your case. You might be able to get the support of all the other health professionals you work with. There might be local or national NGOs who would be willing to be a part of it. The media at local or national level can be important in raising awareness on all issues. You may also want to involve children directly as part of the campaign. The more support you can get the stronger your advocacy. Not only does it provide you with more people to engage in the advocacy, but it demonstrates the breadth of support for the case you are arguing.

**Step seven: Decide your strategy**

You may need different strategies to reach out to different agencies or organisations. For example:

- To reach the media, you will need to write press releases, letters to the paper, find a story of local interest that they can publicise and emphasise the human interest side of the story.
- To reach politicians, policy makers and officials, you will need to write letters, get petitions signed by as many people as possible, ask to meet parliamentarians.
- To reach out to local communities, you will need to organise public meetings or meet local community leaders.

**Step eight: Review progress**

You should regularly take stock of what you have achieved. Are there tactics that are not working? Then review and revise them. You need to communicate consistently with all your partners and alliances to ensure they are all working together. Remember that change can take time – you often need to be patient and prepared to stay committed for the long term. You can learn more about having a plan and checking how it is progressing in Module 5.

**Activity 2.4: In your practice**

It comes to your attention that there is a rising number of cases of physical violence against children in your community.

1. How would you undertake advocacy with children?
2. What kinds of advocacy techniques could you use?

If you are working in a group try to come up with at least three ideas for each question.
You can write notes here:

Discussion

1. It can be particularly difficult for children to talk about violence but in a group children may be able to talk about how they experience violence in the community and what they would like to change. You could help them discuss what action they would like to take or who they could try and influence. Then discuss how they might achieve this – asking to meet someone in the community, making a poster, etc.

2. What strategy you use will depend on your role but you may have thought about starting with colleagues who you can share your concerns with, or managers within your own health setting. You may use this quiet form of advocacy to ensure the development of some child protection policies or that the existing ones are used properly. It may be that an individual case has not been dealt with properly and that a young person may need someone to highlight this. You may have thought that rising violence against children in the community may need a broader strategy perhaps liaising with other professionals, bringing it to the attention of the relevant authorities in the community or finding out how to raise public awareness.

In order to take the issue forward, it helps to do some research into how many cases of violence there actually are, and the children could help to collect this information. You might also want to find out from parents what they thought about the issue and whether they were also concerned. You would need to find out what the law currently does to protect children from violence and whether the problem is inadequate legislation or poor implementation of the laws that do exist. Once you have done your research, you can then decide what needs to change and where you need to focus your advocacy.
2.9 Determining priorities to advocate for change

There are many ways health practitioners can use their expertise and knowledge of what happens to children as a consequence of public policy. The issues of primary concern vary across localities within countries and from country to country, but there are invariably more issues than there are time and resources available to commit. When determining priorities for change, you might consider the following issues:

- **The scale and degree of harm.** How many children are affected and with what degree of severity? Does it address all children or a selected few? What about children who are marginalised or suffer discrimination? How is it influencing child development? Which rights are not being respected?

- **The degree of urgency.** Is it an issue that should be addressed urgently to keep a greater number of children from being affected?

- **The potential for enlisting support from others.** A campaign is more likely to be successful if you can attract others to support the cause. Who is already on board, and who needs to be educated and/or convinced?

- **The public sensitivity expressed for the issue.** If the issue has attracted media attention or public interest, you can capitalise on this heightened sensitivity to promote the case from a children’s rights perspective.

- **The current political environment.** You can take advantage of windows of opportunity. Examples would include:
  
  (a) when a relevant bill is passing a legislative body that can be amended to introduce better protections for children or
  
  (b) a general election wherein you can lobby political parties or candidates to take your concerns or issues seriously.

- **Cultural and religious context.** What are the cultural and religious views? Will you be able to get support from religious communities?

- **The scope of what needs to be done.** What needs to be done and what resources will it require? Is it simply making a phone call, or a large-scale campaign spanning across systems?

- **The level of resistance.** Who is disinterested or in opposition? Why? How can their perceptions be changed?

- **The likelihood of success.** It may be a better investment of time to focus on policy issues that are attainable in the short-term, as well as other more challenging long-term goals.
2.10 Summary

1 Advocacy for children and their rights is about listening to their views and speaking out on their behalf.

2 Advocacy can raise consciousness among decision-makers and the general public about an issue or a disadvantaged group, with a view to bringing about changes in policy and improvements in their situation.

3 Advocacy can take different forms and use a range of different techniques.

4 Children can be supported to be very effective advocates for their own rights.

5 An advocacy strategy sets out the policies and actions that need to be changed, identifies who has the power to make those changes, and analyses how you can influence those decision-makers.
2.11 Self-assessment questions

Question 2.1
Give two reasons why advocacy is needed for children’s rights?

Question 2.2
Identify three factors that make advocacy strategies successful/effective?

Question 2.3
Identify three reasons why health professionals should get involved in advocacy on behalf of or with children?

Question 2.4
Why is it important to engage in advocacy with children?
2.12 Answers to activities

Activity 2.1: Advocacy in health services

1 The first four statements are true, but the last one is not. A child may have had a difficult previous encounter with a health worker, or they might just be overwhelmed by the unfamiliarity of a medical environment. It is up to the health worker to recognise that the child needs reassurance in order to feel safe and that part of that reassurance is in making sure that the child is kept informed, in a way that is appropriate to their age, about what is happening to them. Taking into account the rights of children is good practice, but advocacy takes things a stage further.

2 In responding to the first statement, you can respond to an individual child who is scared by trying to reassure them. That would be part of your day-to-day role in working with children. But advocacy involves a different approach – rather than dealing with each individual child, you would try and identify the source of the problem and do something to change it. This might involve the following steps:

- Look at the pattern of how children feel when they have to come to hospital. Do most children feel frightened? If so, what are they frightened of?
- Is it possible to document the problems they experience? For example, they have never been away from home before; everything feels strange and unfamiliar; they do not know what is going to happen to them; they have no one to ask for help or information.
- Once you have the information about the sources of children’s fear, you could then use this information to advocate with the hospital administrators and doctors to take action. For example, the hospital could prepare a short information leaflet for every child being admitted; every child could have a named nurse who has special responsibility for caring for him or her and who the child could always approach for information; you could show the child around the ward to let them know where to find the toilets, how to get help if they need it and what the daily routines are.
- You could then check whether these changes have begun to reduce children’s anxieties and make their experience of hospital less distressing.

You might recognise that issues, such as the one discussed above, are problems but feel that in some health facilities it would be impossible to address because of lack of time, staff or resources. However, investment of time in advocacy to improve children’s experiences of their health care can lead to fewer demands on health professionals’ time in the longer term. For example, it is easier to treat children who are relaxed and confident than those who are frightened, crying and anxious.
Activity 2.3: Case study

These workers used a mix of different methods to try and advocate for these children. Discussing the issue with the children individually or in a small group and then raising their concerns with the community are examples of quiet advocacy. The workers then moved on to trying to get more attention for the issue by using ‘loud’ techniques such as leafleting and lobbying.

Being part of a specialist organisation Martha, Rahel and Aman probably had much more time and resource available to them than many health workers will. But it will not be appropriate in all cases to try and use many different forms of advocacy. You will need to choose which is likely to be most effective or which you can realistically achieve. Return to the same example and think about how you might be able to respond.
3 Community mobilisation: practical strategies

Focus question
What are the practical strategies for effective community mobilisation in the promotion of child rights?

Key words: community, community dialogue, community mobilisation, participation

3.1 Introduction

This study session will help you understand community mobilisation. Community mobilisation is an important strategy that health workers can use to help ensure that children’s rights are realised. It builds on many of the approaches explored in the advocacy study session, but looks at how to involve the wider community to come together to create changes to improve children’s lives. The session will explore how to identify issues in your community that are having a harmful effect on children’s health and work to mobilise the community to address the problem. It will provide you with guidance on the steps involved in mobilising local communities, as well as on different approaches that can be taken to achieve change through community action.

3.2 Learning outcomes

When you have studied this session, you should be able to:

- define and use correctly all the key words
- define community mobilisation in the context of children's rights
- describe the techniques and strategies that are necessary for involving communities in child rights activities
- understand the benefits of involving children and community in community mobilisation
- demonstrate the role of health professionals in mobilising communities for children's rights.
3.3 The concept of community mobilisation

A community is usually defined as a group of people who live within a geographically defined area and who share a common language, culture or values (Figure 3.1). In short, it is an area or a village with families who are dependent on one another in their day-to-day lives and activities, and who all benefit from that inter-dependency. However, sometimes a group of people who do not live together but have something in common like a special interest or job role are also referred to as a community.

A community is not just a collection of houses, although these are important as well.

To mobilise is to get something or someone ‘on the move’. It follows then that community mobilisation is about organising and motivating the community to move them towards achieving a certain goal. Community mobilisation is defined as a process through which individuals, groups and families, as well as organisations, plan, carry out and evaluate activities on a participatory basis to achieve an agreed goal. This might be on their own initiative, or for a goal suggested or initiated by others – like a health worker.
What do you observe from Figure 3.1? Can one person manage moving this big item they are struggling with? How do you get people to come together to moving this ‘BIG’ item?

Figure 3.1 Moving a ‘BIG’ item

This illustrates the idea of community mobilisation. Just as the community might need to come together to achieve any big task, so this can be the case with children’s rights and health issues. In an earlier session you looked at advocacy and explored how sometimes bigger (‘louder’) strategies are needed when supporting individuals. Sometimes to achieve a big change we need to find ways of motivating a whole community to take action.

Through community involvement, local communities and professional people can identify health problems, pool their knowledge and experience, and develop ways and means of solving them (Figure 3.2). Your role is to help the community organise itself so that learning will take place and action follows. The health worker cannot achieve wider health goals without involving the community. For example, a health worker might be facing regular cases of children with illnesses arising from drinking contaminated water. While you can treat each child, the only long-term answer is to address the source of the problem and try and improve the water supply. However, you cannot achieve this goal on your own. Only by mobilising the community might you be able to build the momentum necessary to take action to improve the water supply. This can only be achieved by building on the community’s knowledge and beliefs, not by anyone dictating to them what they should do (Figure 3.3).
Community mobilisation is …

Working with the whole community – women and men, young people, and children

Seeking to encourage individuals and the community to embark on a process of change

Using strategies over time to build a critical mass of individuals supportive of child rights

Supporting people to face the fact that issues such as violence against children and rights issues are not something ‘out there’: it is something we all grapple with in our communities
Inspiring and creating activism among a cross-section of community members.

Community mobilisation is not …

Only raising awareness
Working with one sector, group or sex
A series of one-off activities
Pointing fingers, blaming or assigning fault
Top-down programme implementation by an NGO to a community
Completed within short time frames.

Activity 3.1 Mobilising for birth registration

Look at UN Convention and African Charter in the resources, read what it says about birth registration and then answer the following questions:

1. Which article and section explains the right to birth registration?
2. Why is achieving higher levels of birth registration considered so important?
3. How could community mobilisation help achieve this?

You can write notes here:

Compare your answers to those at the end of the study session.

Activity 3.2: Mobilising in your community

Now think of two other issues related to children’s rights in health care in the community where you work.

1. Why are they important?
2. Why would it be beneficial to involve the wider community in each case?
Discussion

1 There is a whole range of issues related to health and to children’s rights where mobilising the community could play an important role. You might, for example, want to improve access to confidential reproductive health services for young people, address the prevalence of early marriage, tackle the harmful effects of child labour, improve the access to health care for children with disabilities. Discuss your answers with a colleague and see if they agree or have different suggestions about what issues could be tackled in your community.

2 Communities are a primary source of solutions and sustainability for the promotion and respect of children’s rights. By making efforts to involve all stakeholders, including children, in communities to promote children rights, you can achieve the following benefits:
   - Community involvement helps bring together contributions of a variety of resources, including financial and material that are supportive of children’s rights.
   - Community involvement will lead to a positive influence on the community's perception of children rights.
   - It creates ownership and sustainability for children's rights efforts through shared decision making and communication.
   - It helps raise children's concerns to the centre of the community agenda.
   - Community involvement helps bring together different groups of people and organisations to collectively advocate for specific policies, attitudes and practices in support of the health and well-being of children.
   - It can influence policies and attitudes more effectively than can be achieved through isolated efforts by individual organisations and people in a given community.
   - It generates empowerment in the community that fosters individual and collective responses for children's rights.
   - Community involvement helps in building sustainable social support systems that are beneficial to disadvantaged families and children.
3.4 Knowing your community

Community mobilisation will be more effective if you are able to encourage participation by as many community members as possible. To achieve this you really need to know your community well.

Activity 3.3: Describing your community

Think about the community that you live or work in. Imagine a co-worker from another area is coming to join you. What do you want to say right at the beginning about your community? Use the chart below to provide some of this information to the co-worker. If you have not yet started to work as a qualified health worker think about the community in which you live.

Write the following information about your community below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Community information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name of your area / village:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Languages spoken:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Festivals celebrated:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beliefs and values held:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion practiced:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Resources available:

The particular health problems in this community are:

The main health inequities are:

The people who are influential are:

Discussion

Your answers will be individual to you and your community. You may need much more detail than just these questions, such as, who are the most significant people in the community who could help you find out more or who will need to be involved because of their influence. The point of this question is that the more you know about the community, the more likely you will be to design children-related projects that fit the individual needs of that community.

There are many tools and techniques for collecting information that will help you to know more about your community. You can find this out through direct observation, group interviews, sketching maps, listening to stories and proverbs, and holding workshops. To find out about the history of the community, you can create a ‘historic profile’. This allows you to become familiar with the history of the village. A village history will include the significance of its name, the people who founded it, and the major events that have marked it through time.

Now look back at the initial information you have written about your community. You may have identified a health problem or problems. But is the community aware of these? If you asked them, would they also identify the same problem? A community will only mobilise if they are convinced there is an important issue to mobilise around.
3.5 The action cycle of community mobilisation

Once you are familiar with the community, you can explore the health issues and child rights issues and why any specific problems are occurring. You should look for helpful or harmful health practices, beliefs, attitudes and knowledge within that community that are related to the health problem under consideration. Once the health issues are fully explored, you can set priorities, develop a more detailed plan of work and carry out the plan. During implementation of the programme, you should monitor and finally evaluate your activities (Module 5 has more information on monitoring and evaluation). Before starting a community mobilisation strategy, it can be helpful to think of the required activities in the form of a cycle (Figure 3.4). This is because as a health provider, you should start the mobilisation process by clearly setting the goal of the action and the steps to achieve it in your mind, then organise and plan the work with the community.

![Figure 3.4 Action cycle of community mobilisation](image)

Here is an example of community mobilisation:

**Step 1** Identify a significant health problem, for example, early marriage. You might already have ideas from your own experience as a health worker, or you might want to work with other members of the community, including children, to explore ideas.

**Step 2** Plan and select a strategy to solve the problem. You will need to think about the causes of the problem and try to develop a plan to tackle those causes. You might do this by organising a workshop with key local people to explore what needs to change and how you might go about it.
Step 3 Identify key people and stakeholders. You need to involve as many people as possible from the community who are likely to be interested in the issue. But you also need to think about who are the influential people in the community who have the power to make change happen – for example, the local council chairperson, MP, cultural and religious leaders.

Step 4 Mobilise these key people and stakeholders for action. Engage them in discussions about possible activities and get agreement from everyone as to the commitments they are prepared to make.

Step 5 Implement activities to work towards a solution. You will need to follow up the commitments with action and have regular meetings to see what progress is being made.

Step 6 Assess the results of the activities carried out to solve the problem.

Step 7 Improve activities, based on the findings of the assessment. Following any community health activities, you should always get community members to participate in checking how well the activity went. Discuss the results with the community and in that way you can help them to learn. If they know why progress was achieved, or an action succeeded or failed, they will be able to make better efforts next time. If the programme seems successful, you should think about how you could scale up that method to a larger number of households. In this way, the action continues.

3.6 Issues to think about in undertaking community mobilisation

Overall, children’s health is going to be improved far more by the daily decisions and actions made by individuals and families in their own homes, rather than by health workers. So in order to make these daily decisions become healthy decisions, you should equip your community with appropriate skills and knowledge, and empower them through community participation. The greatest resources you have in your community are good relationships with individuals and groups; therefore, you should mobilise them to pool the resources available in the community (Figure 3.5).
Community participation is one of the key community mobilisation techniques. It is the involvement of people in activities of common interest to achieve common goals, working for a joint cause intended for the welfare or development of the people.

Local people have a great amount of experience and insight into what works for them, what does not work for them, and why. So they contribute to the success of any health intervention. Involving local people in planning can increase their commitment to the programme and it can help them to develop appropriate skills and knowledge to identify and solve their problems on their own. Involving local people helps to increase the resources available for the programme, promotes self-help and self-reliance, and improves trust and partnership between the community and health workers. It is also a way to bring about ‘social learning’ for both health workers and local people. Therefore, if you involve the local community in a programme that is developed for them, you will find they will gain from these benefits.
Figure 3.6 Community participation helps in stakeholders understanding issues in detail including getting to the root causes of the problem and agreeing on solutions together for everyone to implement: (Photo; ACODEV achieves community participatory plan)

Benefits of community participation

- All social groups feel involved and participate in community matters.
- Solutions to problems are adapted to community capabilities acceptable to all community members.
- The community is empowered with an increased sense of ownership, self-responsibility, self-awareness and self-reliance.
- People are interested in having a well-sustained programme, building on existing local knowledge, resources and capacities.
- It generates community resources thus reducing the overall cost.

3.7 Engaging in community dialogue

Community dialogue is a process that draws community participants from as many parts of the community as possible to exchange information, views, ideas, share personal stories and experiences. This allows participants to develop solutions to community concerns. Its value as a process is that:

- It enables common values to be explored.
- It allows participants to express their own interests.
- It enables participants to grow in understanding and to decide to act together with common goals.
- It creates space for participants to question and re-evaluate their assumptions.
• It facilitates behaviour change.
• It can make unexpressed concerns visible.
• It encourages people to learn to work together to improve their situation.

Key characteristics of community dialogue

The key characteristics of a dialogue with the local community will involve the following:

• An emphasis on ensuring that the dialogue is targeted to individual behaviour as well as social change in the community.
• The community itself asks the questions and finds solutions, rather than looking to an external ‘expert’ to produce those solutions.
• A focus on resources that communities already have and building communities’ commitment to providing these resources.
• A move away from just giving messages and telling people how to behave and what to do, towards actively engaging the communities.
• A challenge to existing power relations, giving the weak and vulnerable a voice in any given community.
• Working through existing channels that are already well-organised and are using dialogue in various forms.

Tips to conducting a successful community dialogue

As a health professional the following tips can enable you to organise and conduct a successful community dialogue. Remember the nature of the community dialogue process can motivate people to work towards change. Effective dialogues do the following:

• **Move towards solutions rather than continue to express or analyse the problem.** An emphasis on personal responsibility moves the discussion away from finger-pointing or naming enemies and towards constructive common action.

• **Reach beyond the usual boundaries.** When fully developed, dialogues can involve the entire community, offering opportunities for new, unexpected partnerships. New partnerships can develop when participants listen carefully and respectfully to each other. A search for solutions focuses on the common good, as participants are encouraged to broaden their horizons and build relationships outside their comfort zones.

• **Aim for a change of heart, not just a change of mind.** Dialogues go beyond sharing and understanding to transforming participants. While the process begins with the individual, it eventually involves groups and institutions. Ultimately, dialogues can affect how policies are made.
3.8 Practical questions to address in community dialogue

Below are some basic questions to help you as a health professional in organising a successful community dialogue.

1 **Set the focus of the community dialogue**
   
   It is helpful to start off with some key statements or questions as the starting point. For example:
   
   ◦ There is a problem that I would like to understand better in discussion with the community members.
   
   ◦ There is an issue in the community that people need to talk about. It could be an issue affecting children’s right to health, e.g. early marriage.
   
   ◦ There are people in the community who could benefit from sharing their experiences on an existing community problem.
   
   ◦ I would like to get the community to come together to tackle a common problem that is being faced in the community.
   
   ◦ The time is ripe for change – people are ready to do something positive.
   
   ◦ The ‘face’ of the community is changing, and people need to acknowledge and understand the changes in a more constructive light.

   Statements such as those above could explain the basis for which you, as a health professional, are planning to have a community dialogue. Depending on the focus of the issue at hand, you could then consider the following other steps:

2 **Ask yourself what the goals of the community dialogue would be. Some possible answers could include:**

   ◦ To improve the well-being of children in the community.
   
   ◦ To influence attitudes of local law enforcement to address a community child rights problem.
   
   ◦ To build partnerships across community structures handling children issues.
   
   ◦ To use new innovations to solve a community problem.
   
   ◦ To work on a community project together.

3 **Think about who should be included. Who should be in the dialogue? For example:**

   ◦ Men, women, children and youth in a given community that are directly or indirectly affected by the issue at hand that the dialogue plans to address.
   
   ◦ Members of different religions in the community.
   
   ◦ The school community – parents, teachers, administrators, and students.
   
   ◦ Police and community members.
○ Business owners as these might be interested in supporting some processes aimed at addressing the problem.
○ Elected officials and community leaders representing the community.

4 What format could you use? What type of discussion should we have? For example:
○ Small community groups meeting once or twice to discuss the issue.
○ A large public meeting with questions from the audience.
○ A year-long commitment among a group of key community leaders to study, reflect on and discuss community problems; this often is limiting as some of the key people in the community keep changing.

3.9 Role of health worker in community mobilisation

A significant percentage of children in all societies are denied the right to the best health and development. This results either from cultural practices at community level, poor public policies that directly or indirectly influence their lives, or a lack of action to provide healthy and safe environments for children. As a health worker you can play an important role in mobilising communities to promote respect and realisation for children’s rights. The following are some examples:

1 Use your position as a respected and trained health worker to speak at gatherings, like church services, community group meetings, parent–teacher meetings, union meetings, business meetings, community fairs, and peasant group meetings, etc.
2 Conduct home visits and talk with families about children’s rights and health issues, how to prevent child abuse, and also what they can do to support those already facing abuse in their families or communities.
3 Find a way to talk with and involve the young people (children and youth). Adults usually do not talk to young people about issues that affect them like sex education and that leaves them without knowing some important things that matter to their lives. Youth can also organise dramas, songs and events to reach the youth in schools and communities. Youth have shown in many settings that they are interested, creative and hard working in issues that affect them.
4 Involve all kinds of community members in child rights promotion and abuse prevention efforts. Help different people and different groups, see what they can do to help. As a health worker, you can encourage people to:
○ Provide for children’s basic needs in their families and communities including, for example, food and housing.
○ Care for an orphan or vulnerable child in their neighbourhood.
○ Provide abused children with support.
Help organise a community event for child rights promotion.

Join in income-generating activities aimed at supporting children’s programs in families and communities.

Form a drama group and present plays with child abuse prevention messages.

Pool money to pay for health needs and school uniforms for children in vulnerable families.

Use their workplaces or their positions to talk with others about how to prevent and support, like business people and teachers.

Help communities to form child rights promotion support groups so they can ably respond to and act together on issues of children’s rights, including speaking openly about children’s issues and holding others accountable.

Work with the most vulnerable child groups in the community, e.g. street kids, children in conflict with the law, the orphaned and youth in separated families, to identify key stakeholders that can support their needs and provide appropriate referrals.

It is important to note the following:

Health practitioners have insight and experience with children’s lives and how their right to the best possible health is affected by their community settings. They also know how the actions and inactions of communities contribute to the failure to protect children’s rights to health.

When health practitioners act as and collaborate with well-mobilised communities, they can tackle the barriers to children’s rights to the best possible health, rather than simply treating the consequences on a daily basis in their clinics, health centres and hospitals.

Children remain very powerful allies in community mobilisation. By working together with children, health practitioners will ensure that the change they are mobilising communities for, truly addresses children’s needs and they will be able to have a much stronger voice.

Activity 3.4: Case study

Putting together what you have learned above, read the following short case study and answer the following questions. You may find it helpful to look back at the cycle of mobilisation.

There has been an increase in HIV-infected street children in a trading centre near your health facility. Although most of them have not yet become very ill, you know it is only a matter of time before they contract infections. Unfortunately, you are aware that discrimination against street children in this trading centre exists in the community and that often requests for improved access to health services have been met with a lot of resistance. As a health worker, you want to use this opportunity of high HIV infection among street children to mobilise the community stakeholders to support improved access to health services.
1 Why involve the local community to tackle this problem?

2 What might be the challenges in addressing the problem?

3 What action could be taken to address the problem?

You can write notes here:

Compare your answers to those at the end of the study session.

### 3.10 Summary

In Study Session 3, you have learned that:

1 Community mobilisation is a process through which you will be able to work with the community to identify and plan health activities, particularly in relation to children’s rights.

2 Always think of undertaking community mobilisation when the problem affects the whole community and when local resources, as well as larger scale changes, are required to address the problem.

3 The greatest benefits of community mobilisation are to help the community identify and address its own needs.

4 In community mobilisation, the first step is to investigate the community problems, then develop an action plan based on the dialogue.

5 Community participation as part of community mobilisation is critical for success.

6 Participation enables local people to develop commitment, skills and knowledge, and it enhances the partnership with health workers.

7 You will need to understand the community well before you start work on mobilisation in the community.
3.11 Self-assessment questions

Question 3.1
What is meant by community mobilisation?

Question 3.2
List three ways in which community mobilisation can be an effective strategy for promoting children’s rights.

Question 3.3
What are the key steps that need to be taken in a community mobilisation process?

Question 3.4
Give three reasons for health workers to be involved in community mobilisation processes.

Question 3.5
Think of an example from your own community where community mobilisation might be used to promote children’s rights. How might you go about this process?
3.12 Answers to activities

Activity 3.1: Mobilising for birth registration

1. You may already have known that it is Article 7 of the UN Convention (and Article 6 of the African Charter) that specifies that every child has the right to be registered at birth without any discrimination.

2. This is seen as vital because birth registration is central to ensuring that children are counted and have access to basic services such as health, social security and education. However, you may also be aware that in some countries the level of registration of children under five is very low.

3. If this is an issue where you work, then as a health worker you may be in a position to influence this because you work with pregnant women and parents of young children. You can raise awareness of the importance of birth registration with individual mothers, but you can have far more effect if you get involved in making the wider community aware of the importance of the issue and mobilising their resources. In this way, universal registration is much more likely to be achieved.

In fact, successful birth registration campaigns have been run in many communities through a strong community mobilisation strategy. It is important to understand why registration numbers are so low to begin with and research shows that it can be for a variety of reasons, such as, the cost of registration and long distances to the Registry Office. But it can also be a lack of knowledge about the importance of birth registration and you can play a role here in raising public awareness in the community.

For example:

- In one community, an important part of trying to increase the rate of birth registration was a community-based social mobilisation strategy to inform families and communities of the benefits of birth registration, with a specific focus on the registration of orphaned and vulnerable children.

- The nationwide birth registration programme registered over four million children.

- Subsequently community members were trained on birth registration procedures so they can work in close collaboration with a range of service providers such as hospitals and schools at the community level.

The support of community leadership and the involvement of community committees was crucial to ensuring the increase in demand for birth registration.

Activity 3.4: Case study

1. Looking back at the cycle, you have already taken the first step, which is the identification of an issue. This is an important health issue and, as these children are discriminated against, an important children’s rights issue as well. And while health workers might be able to help individual
children, a more substantial change could be achieved if the community could be mobilised.

2. Although you have identified an issue, previous requests for better access to health care seem to have been unsuccessful, so just telling the community this is a problem they must do something about, is unlikely to meet with success. You have learned that strategies are needed to work with the community to help them understand the issues and get them to accept that this is a problem that the community should tackle.

3. Because this is an issue of discrimination and prejudice, it is likely that there will be some resistance for you to overcome. You will probably already know this because of your work on ‘Knowing your community’. The most important issue here might be opening up a sensitive discussion about HIV in general and the stigma that surrounds it.

Strategies you could use might include involving members of the community, as early as possible, in discussing the problem to try and encourage participation, and perhaps organising a meeting to explain why you think the community should respond to the children’s needs. Knowing your community will also help in identifying the key people who need to be involved or influenced to enable an effective community plan.
4 Answers to self-assessment questions

Study Session 1

Question 1.1

Social determinants of health are the economic and social conditions that influence individual and group differences in health status. They are risk factors found in one's living and working conditions (such as the distribution of income, wealth, influence, and power), rather than individual factors (such as behavioural risk factors or genetics) that influence the risk for a disease, or vulnerability to disease or injury. They include early childhood development, education, economic status, employment and decent work, housing environment, and effective prevention and treatment of health problems.

Question 1.2

The social conditions in which people live have a dramatic impact on their health. In fact, circumstances such as poverty, poor schooling, food insecurity, exclusion, social discrimination, bad housing conditions, and deficient sanitation in early childhood and poor occupational skills in adulthood, are all major determining factors of inequality both among and within communities in terms of health, disease and mortality rates.

Question 1.3

Social justice means that the rights of all people in our community are considered in a fair and equitable manner. A focus on social justice aims to reduce the level of health inequities in communities. The four principles of social justice are equity, access, participation and rights.

Question 1.4

You might identify, for example, poverty, poor housing, lack of clean water and sanitation, high unemployment, low wages or discrimination against girls. Action you could take might include raising awareness with families of the impact of these factors on children’s health, ensuring that you do not compound health inequities by discriminating against any group of children, trying to remove the source of the problem, such as encouraging the local community to take action to improve the quality of the water supply, or bring an end to activities that cause it to be polluted.
Study Session 2

Question 2.1

- Children cannot vote and have very little power to influence communities, health administrations or governments.
- The views of children are often ignored.
- Despite international and national laws to protect them, children’s rights continue to be violated and abused.

Question 2.2

Factors that make advocacy successful and effective include:

- thorough research and analysis of the problem
- evidence that the problem is significant and serious
- broad alliances of significant organisations
- support of key individuals within the community
- effective use of the media
- targeted interventions at the people who have the power to make the changes needed
- willingness to be persistent, proactive and patient.

Question 2.3

- You have direct experience of how children are affected by the services you provide, the way they are treated in the community, the impact of government policies on their lives.
- You can bring the problems alive by being able to describe how the children you work with every day are affected by the environments in which they live and work.
- You have credibility as a result of your profession, education and training. People in your community respect and trust you.
- You have influence and your investment to advocate for children can inspire others to do likewise. Your voice may be listened to when other voices are not.
- You have a responsibility as a health professional caring for children, to help those who are suffering to realise their rights.
- The same skills you use every day to establish trust, develop relationships, and provide solutions to your patients and clients can be applied in your community advocacy work.
- You are able to build alliances with other health practitioners, school personnel, youth organisers, agricultural groups and others, who, through their efforts, can advocate effectively for change.
Question 2.4

Children have a unique contribution to make towards any understanding of their lives. They can therefore contribute value to advocacy. In particular, their involvement:

- adds a different perspective to that provided by adults – children can offer their direct experience and reality and help provide solutions to the problems they face
- can engage the attention of policy makers who are often interested to hear directly from children
- promotes recognition and awareness that children can express their views and can be active citizens
- enables children to learn new skills, gain self-confidence, and begin to have a voice and exert influence
- encourages children to become active citizens, engaged in democratic processes.

Study session 3

Question 3.1

Community mobilisation can be defined as a process through which individuals, groups and families, as well as organisations, plan, carry out and evaluate activities on a participatory basis to achieve an agreed goal. This might be on their own initiative, or for a goal suggested or initiated by others – like a health worker.

Question 3.2

Some of the benefits of community mobilisation include:

- It helps bring together contributions of a variety of resources including financial and material that are supportive of children rights.
- Community involvement can lead to a positive influence on the community perception of children’s rights.
- It creates ownership and sustainability for child rights efforts through shared decision making and communication.
- It helps bring issues affecting children to the centre of the community agenda.
- It can influence policies and attitudes more effectively than through isolated efforts by individual organisations and people in a given community.
- Community involvement can help build sustainable social support systems that are beneficial to disadvantaged families and children.
Question 3.3

The key steps in a process of community mobilisation are:

*Step 1:* Identify a significant health problem affecting children.

*Step 2:* Plan and select a strategy to solve the problem.

*Step 3:* Identify key people and stakeholders who need to be involved.

*Step 4:* Engage the key people and stakeholders in discussions and agreement on the action needed.

*Step 5:* Implement activities to work towards a solution.

*Step 6:* Assess the results of the activities carried out to solve the problem.

*Step 7:* Improve activities, based on the findings of the assessment.

Question 3.4

Reasons for health practitioners to get involved in community mobilisation include the following:

- It enables you to address the root causes of health problems for a far wider group of children than is possible by individual interventions.
- Health practitioners have status and influence within their community and can use it to positive effect in promoting the rights of children.
- Health practitioners have insight into children’s lives and how their right to the best possible health is affected by community settings, as well as how the actions and inactions of communities can contribute to the failure to protect children’s rights to health.

Question 3.5

The answer to this question will be different for each person. But it is important you have been able to identify at least one issue related to health and children’s rights where community mobilisation could be used.
Resource 1

For Activity 1.3

Boy: age 10
Has dropped out of school.
Parents are poor and uneducated.

Boy: age 10
Goes to school.
Orphaned. Guardians are poor and uneducated.

Girl: age 12
Is physically disabled.
Parents are poor and uneducated but supportive.

Girl: age 12
Lives in an isolated community with no school.
Father dead, mother is poor and uneducated.

Boy: age 8
Is blind.
Parents are poor. They isolate him.

Girl: age 8
Parents have medium incomes.

Girl: age 14
Is pregnant as a result of rape.
Lives with her grandmother after parents threw her out.

Boy: age 6
Lives with 5 siblings, eldest is 14.
Both parents dead, no adults in the household.

Boy: age 14
Lives in a central town with good public services.
Parents are poor and uneducated.

Girl: age 14
 Goes to school.
Both parents dead, no adults in the household.
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